2018 Overview

Happy Valley BioBlitz
Located in one of the largest undisturbed forests on the Oak Ridges Moraine,
the Happy Valley Tract and the nearby Starcliff Nature Reserve were the perfect
places for a BioBlitz! Although the weather wasn’t cooperative at first. Once it
settled down we were able to set out and explore
the forests, meadows, and wetlands. We found
warblers singing in the treetops, salamanders
under logs, and wildflowers ready to burst into
bloom. Some groups were lucky enough to catch a glimpse of a white-tailed
deer bounding through the forest, and hear the threatened Bobolink, with his
R2-D2-like song.
With a second visit to the Nature Reserve later in the summer for a mini-blitz,
we were able to add more insects and plants to our list. We found pollinators
galore; butterflies, beetles and five species of bumblebee!
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A hot June day was no match for our dedicated BioBlitzers! We
were up before the sun and early birders were rewarded with a
total of 43 species of birds throughout the day, including Rubythroated hummingbirds, Mourning Warblers and the Eastern
Wood-Pewee, a species at risk. We also got up close and
personal with centipedes on the ground, caught dragonflies
from the air, and discovered
spiders along the edges of
the trails.
As dusk set in, the daytime
action quieted down as the
nighttime critters took over. With the help of bat expert Chris Ketola, we
watched as the Big Brown and Hoary Bats swooped over the pond,
grabbing a drink of water before heading out for the night to feast on
insects. With the sun set, the forest lit up with the sparkle of fireflies as
the flying squirrels chattered away from the tree tops. It was a magical
night!
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Those who came out for this BioBlitz were rewarded with
one of our most beautiful and diverse locations yet! With
the sun shining, flowers blooming, and frogs hopping, it
was hard to believe it was already September. From sunup to sun-down, our dedicated team of experts and
volunteers searched forests for fungi, meadows for
spiders, and wetlands for salamanders and frogs. We
heard from the landowner about the history of the
property, its importance to Indigenous Peoples who used
the land before us, and the reasons why the family has
protected it forever. The property was chosen as one of 150 Ecological
Gift properties across the country that
demonstrate the donor’s commitment to
conservation, which we celebrated with the
owners, volunteers and dignitaries.
As night fell, we were serenaded by Screech
and Great Horned Owls as we watched bats
flying overhead.
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The chilly October weather didn’t deter our dedicated BioBlitzers from exploring this
beautiful 100-acre forest, being donated in 2018 to the Land Trust by the Town of
New Tecumseth. This largely deciduous forest showed us its beautiful leaves in red,
orange, and yellow, providing an ideal location for exploring! The fungi were
fabulous, decorating fallen trees and peeking out between the leaves littering the
forest floor. Just in time for
Halloween, we also found a spider as
big as a dime!
A mini-blitz in August for plants helped
us discover some of the species that
had disappeared by October, including
26 different species of grasses &
sedges for a total of 221 species of
plants!

THANK YOU!
From donor families to funders, volunteers to partners, we owe our
gratitude to all of you for your commitment to protecting and caring
for our Oak Ridges Moraine.
The Blitzing the Moraine program would not be possible without the
continued support of funders. The Ontario Trillium Foundation, The
Regional Municipality of York, Patrick & Barbara Keenan Foundation,
TD Friends of the Environment Foundation, the John and Pat
Great Spangled Fritillary
McCutcheon Charitable Foundation, the Town of New Tecumseth,
Pratt & Whitney Canada, and the Biodiversity Education and Awareness Network who provide much needed
funding to make BioBlitzes a reality! Other supporters
included the Koffler Scientific Reserve, generously
donating the use of their classroom for two of our
workshops!
We would also like to extend a huge thank you to the
McCutcheon and Glassco families for their continued
support and allowing us to host BioBlitzes on their much
loved properties! A very special thank you is also
extended to Dr. Blagoev at the Centre for Biodiversity
Genomics, University of Guelph, for identifying all our
eight-legged friends with a microscope. Spider ID is
difficult skill to learn so we are thankful to him for providing his expertise.
Last, but not least, we would like to thank all our wonderful volunteers! It would have taken us over 160 days
to put in the effort that you did in just 80 hours!
We could not have collected all this valuable
information without your expertise and
enthusiasm. Thank you for helping us learn about
the properties we protect.
To our funders, our donors, our partners and our
friends, thank you for all that you do! We look
forward to welcoming you back to one of our
BioBlitzes in 2019!
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